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Abstract. The satisfaction of visitors is an important part of developing
tourism. Knowing satisfactory of the visitor and the dimension will be
advantage and weakness of a tourism visit, stakeholders are able to figure
out what must be done. This study used the Importance Performance
Analysis (IPA) method to find out the satisfactory of visitors. There are
some interesting findings in this study, such as the fact that Bangka
Belitung visitors’ satisfactory is quite high, but the disparity of visitors’
satisfaction is quite high and put Belitung on the good quadrant. However,
Bangka needs more concern. This study also found that supporting
facilities and transportation still become a serious problem. On the other
side, the value of eco-tourism has not met the standard, such as education,
environment protection, and voluntarism value. The local Stakeholders
need to put extra concern on supporting facilities and maintain that has
been considered as good, such as the natural beauty and the locals’
hospitality.
Keywords: Advantage and weakness of a tourism visit, developing
tourism, increase income, Laskar Pelangi.

1 Introduction
Although known as a beautiful archipelago with many islands and beaches, the position of
the Bangka Belitung Islands Province is not yet one of the main tourist destinations in
Indonesia. The archipelago, which is located on the east side of the island of Sumatra, is
more widely known as an area of tin mining and producing white pepper for a long time
[1–4]. However, this condition slowly changed with the popularity of Andrea Hirata's novel
entitled Laskar Pelangi and was soon followed by the film Laskar Pelangi [5].
Although the Laskar Pelangi film only popularized the island of Belitung and has a
cultural angle in it, as a result, in recent years’ tourist visits have increased sharply on these
two islands [6–9]. The fact is that these two islands have a long white coastline, some of
which are formed in small islands. Local governments on these two islands have also
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established the tourism sector as an alternative economic sector for the region in the future
[10].
However, there is an interesting question, how is the real tourism development in this
area? This can be measured from the satisfaction of the visitors on these two islands. The
satisfactory has various dimensions because the tourism sector doesn’t stand alone [11–14].
Basically, the tourism sector involves many stakeholders. Beside the stakeholders, there are
others that become part of the tourism destination [15]. The government also plays an
important role, considering the policy, planning, preparation of supporting sector, to the
building of tourism-aware community [16, 17].
As the area that relies on eco-tourism, it is important to pay attention to the supporting
resources [18, 19]. This study is designed to understand how is the satisfaction of visitors
toward tourism in Bangka Belitung. The development of tourism, which is quite drastic in
recent years, which is marked by improving hotel facilities, airlines, and tourist events,
needs to be developed seriously and tracking how visitor satisfaction will be important
means to know the weaknesses and strengths of the Bangka Belitung tourism sector.

2 Research Method
This writing is obtained from the survey towards 65 respondents selected and spread in all
districts and cities in the Bangka Belitung Islands Province. The respondents were visitors
from outside Bangka Belitung, who stayed at one of the hotel facilities in this area. Visitors
answer questions that are arranged in private after they have completed their tour. The data
analysis technique used is Importance Performance Analysis (IPA) by comparing
expectations and reality. There are 22 statements submitted using the Likert scale. The
quadrant analysis is then performed with the formula:
(1)
whereas:

Xi = Weight of the average level of performance rating of the i attribute
Y i = Weight of the average level of importance assessment of the i attribute
n =

Number of respondent

The next step is calculating the average level of importance and work towards the whole
attributs with the formula:
(2)
whereas:

Xi = The average weight of the work scoring level of atribute –i

Y i = The average weight of the tendency scoring level of atribute –i
n

= Number of atribute

X crosses the horisontal axis perpendicularly. It is the axis that shows the
work of atribute (X), whereas the value of Y crosses the vertical axis perpendicularly, it is
Value

the axis that shows the need of (Y) atribute. The result is put into the Cartesien diagram, as
shown in Figure 1.
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Quadrant 1: Keep Up The Good Work, shows that atributes is necesarry to the tourist
as the basis of the decision of performance and good quality of service.
Quadrant 2: Possible Overskill, showing fewer attributes, but having good quality.
Quadrant 3: Low Priority, showing that some attributes are decreasing, lower than the
average score.
Quadrant 4: Concentrate Here (High Priority), showing attributes that are important in
decision making, but do not have good quality.

3 Finding and discussion
Bangka Belitung is two big islands that have 1.4 × 106 citizens with approximate 70 % of
people live on Bangka island, and the rest is on Belitung Island. Both islands are connected
with the airport, which takes 45 min of travelling time and 4 h if using a boat. Although
both of them are different, mostly people think that Bangka and Belitung as one
geographical unit and located on the same island. The characteristics of both islands are
basically the same. Geographically, these islands are surrounded by many small islands that
offer beauties; some of them are occupied. Demographically, the people on this island are
the same. They are dominated by Malay ethnic. The second majority is Chinese ethnic
[20–22]. The religion of the majority of people is Moslem, and many other ethnics that
make the area is various in identity, but they are open minded and pluralistic.
Although these areas are identical in many things, they are different in tourism
development, and these two are quite different. While these two areas have the beautiful
coastal line and similar potential resources, Belitung island was known earlier, especially
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since the last decade for the popularity of the movie Laskar Pelangi. The Province
government basically expecting the same development to these islands, however during the
process, it needs a study on the visitors’ satisfactory towards the natural resources in these
areas, which will be the contribution of the province.
3.1 IPA analysis on the visitors’ satisfaction of Bangka
The following is a quadrant figure of visitor satisfaction with tourism on Bangka Island.

Fig. 2. Quadrant of visitors satisfaction of Bangka

Based on the quadrant of Figure 2 there are eight parts that is important and has good
score and must be maintained as the achievement, they are people’s hospitality, tasty food,
natural beauty, comfort at the tourist destination location, suitability of the intended
destination, hotel comfort, the beauty of the city atmosphere, and the readiness of Bangka
as a tourist destination. Meanwhile, things that are considered less important for tourists,
but are available with good value are the diversity of alternative options, ease of travel
routes, the adequacy of facilities at the destination, the hospitality of the destination
manager, and the suitability of promotions with the destination.
Menwhile, there are at least six parts that are expected to have a low score, they are the
comfort of the airport, transportation facilities, development potential on the destination,
education value on the destination, natural protection on the destination, and voluntarism on
the destination. Whereas the quadrant IV is the category that needs special concern and
what must be concentrated on this quadrant is the availability of souvenir shop, the support
of Regional Government in the development, and visitors’ satisfaction.
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3.2 The IPA analysis of the visitors’ satisfaction in Belitung
Below is the quadrant table of the visitors satisfaction towards tourism in Belitung Island:

Fig. 3. Visitors’ satisfaction quadrant of Belitung

Based on the quadrant in Figure 3. the satisfaction of visitors in Belitung, it is shown
that on quadrant I, good categories that must be maintained are the hospitality of destination
manager, the coherence of promotion and destination, visitors’ satisfaction, natural beauty,
ease of access, and the readiness of Belitung as a favorite tourism destination. Whereas on
the Quadrant II that belongs to the less important category, but has good service are the
coherence of destination with the previous plan, the comfort in the destination, locals’
hospitality, and tasty local culinary.
In the quadrant III, those who belong to low score categories were the comfort in the
airport, hotel facilities, transportation facilities, the various alternative of destination, and
sufficient facilities on the destination. Then on the Quadrant IV, there were some parts need
more concern and must put more effort on those, they are the city situation, development of
destination potential, voluntarism in the destination, support of the government in
developing and the availability of souvenir shops.
3.3 IPA analysis of visitors in Bangka Belitung
Accumulatively, the visitor satisfaction quadrant table for all respondents on both islands is
illustrated as follows:
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Fig. 4. Satisfactory Quadrant of the visitors in Bangka Belitung

Looking at the data of these two islands, accumulatively on the quadrant I, which
belong to the category of must be maintained for having a good score on the visitors’
satisfaction, people’s hospitality, comfort in the destination, and natural beauty of the
destination. Those who belong to Quadrant II were included in the good category but less
significant according to the visitors were the compatibility of destination with the plan,
alternative variety of the destination, ease of access, the hospitality of the administrator, the
coherence of promotion, and the tasty local culinary.
Meanwhile, those who belong to the category of low priority or low score were
convenience at the airport, hotel comfort, comfort of transportation facility, adequacy of
facilities at the destination, educational value at the destination, and environmental
protection at the destination. As for what is included in the category requiring special
attention to quadrant IV is the beauty of the city situation, the potential for destination
development, the value of voluntarism in the destination, local government support in
development, and the availability of souvenir/souvenir centers, and the readiness of Bangka
Belitung as a favorite destination.
3.4 Notes for stakeholders
Based on the survey findings in this study, it is interesting to examine several things. First,
that in general visitors in this area are satisfied with their visit. However, there is a very
sharp gap between visitors in Bangka and Belitung. Visitors in Bangka actually place
visitor satisfaction in quadrant IV or in the category must be considered, while in visitor
satisfaction in Belitung, visitors place it in quadrant I. That is, local governments need to
pay special attention to visitor satisfaction on Bangka Island. The data as shown in Figure
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2, it appears that things that must be considered are aspects of the availability of
souvenirs/souvenirs and the support of Local Government in the development of tourism.
Second, it is interesting to see that the people’s hospitality, natural beauty, and
convenience in the tourism destination get a good score from the visitors. All stakeholders
need to keep the good aspects that are valued well by the visitors. However, the
stakeholders need to put effort into making strategies for keeping some concerned
Second, it is interesting to note that the hospitality of its inhabitants, its natural beauty,
and the convenience of being in a tourist destination get good value from visitors.
Stakeholders need to maintain aspects that are considered good by visitors. However,
stakeholders need to pay attention to strategies to maintain some of the aforementioned
matters because they are basically natural and difficult to be intervened by local
governments and other stakeholders. This means that the success that put visitor satisfaction
in quadrant I is not part of local government intervention.
Third, it is interesting to put more effort into some that considered weak, whether in
Bangka or Belitung, is the supporting facilities, they are the facilities of airport, hotel,
transportation, and facilities in the tourism destination [23]. This is in line with the
government’s commitment to developing the tourism sector [24, 25]. In many parts, many
quarrelled about facilities and transportation. In the middle of tourist development, it is
important for the local stakeholder to prepare the support facilities and infrastructure at the
local level, as mentioned by Lestari [26] that tourism is related to the facilities and services
[27, 28].
Fourth, the visitors considered that aspects of eco-tourism had not been maximized in
developing tourist destinations, namely concerning the value of education, the value of
protection, and aspects of voluntarism in the development of tourism in this area. Local
government support, the availability of souvenir facilities / souvenirs, eventually becomes a
weak value that causes visitors to place Bangka Belitung readiness as a favorite tourist
destination still in quadrant IV, which needs special attention.

4 Conclusion
This study concludes that in general, Bangka Belitung tourist visitors expressed satisfaction
with their visit to Bangka Belitung, although it should be noted that visitor satisfaction in
Bangka and Belitung is in a distant disparity. Belitung visitors express their satisfaction on
the highest quadrant, while the opposite is Bangka's visitor on the lowest quadrant. This
study also found that several things that must be considered by local governments include
airport support facilities, transportation, and the availability of souvenirs / souvenirs. On the
other hand, it was found that the visitors actually still did not see the value of ecotourism in
the development of tourist destinations in this area, both in terms of educational value,
environmental protection, and voluntary values. In the end, stakeholders should focus on
developing destinations that are likely to be intervened, while those concerning satisfaction
on the basis of existing conditions need to be maintained.
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